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LensCulture Street Photography Awards 2015 Street Photography Now Project is a collaboration between The Photographers' Gallery, London and Sophie Howarth and Stephen McLaren, authors of Street. Street Photography Now: Amazon.co.uk: Sophie Howarth, Stephen McLaren: Books. Street Photography Now is a project that brings together street photographers from around the world to share their work. The project aims to showcase the diversity and beauty of street photography and to encourage the public to explore the genre.

Street Photography Now: Amazon.co.uk: Sophie Howarth, Stephen McLaren: Books. Street Photography Now features contributions from over 100 photographers, including Magnum Photos, Aperture, and the International Street Photography Awards. The project is supported by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the International Council of Museums (ICOM).

Street Photography Now: Amazon.co.uk: Sophie Howarth, Stephen McLaren: Books. Street Photography Now is a collection of images that captures the beauty and diversity of life on the streets. The project aims to challenge the misconceptions and stereotypes surrounding street photography and to promote the genre as a valuable form of visual art.
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